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Recent path tracing denoisers are benefitting from a greater availability of AI acceleration hardware by using 

neural networks to achieve excellent visual quality at low sample per pixel (spp) budgets. Although some of these 

“neural” denoisers can already achieve real-time performance on commodity hardware, neural networks are often 

less computationally efficient than traditional hand-crafted methods exploiting domain knowledge. We show that a
robust, high-quality hand-engineered spatial denoiser, when augmented with a neural network, can achieve

state-of-the-art results at a fraction of the execution time of conventional neural network-based methods.

• We exploit redundant computation between overlapping windows [2]. Blurring the outer product tensors with an 

efficient box filter yields exactly the per-pixel matrices 𝑿𝑘
𝑇𝑿𝑘 and 𝑿𝑘

𝑇𝒀𝑘.

• We use a separable Gaussian blur to increase the contribution of pixels near the centre of the window 

(corresponds to weighted least squares [3]).

• We decompose the blur into downsampling the outer product tensor and Gaussian filtering. This reduces the 

kernel size significantly.

Our proposed Fast Local Regression (FLR) method can denoise a 1080p frame in just 0.64 ms when executed on 

an Nvidia RTX 2080Ti.

Regression-based filters can only adapt to structure present in the guides. Therefore, cast shadows and direct 

lighting are generally handled poorly by such methods.

To address this limitation, our Fast Local Neural Regression (FLNR) extends FLR by using a neural network to 

transform the input guides. For a given frame, the neural network is trained to produce enhanced guide images 

𝓧′ from the input guide channels 𝓧 and the noisy input radiance 𝓨. Feeding input noisy light as an additional 

input allows the network to adapt the enhanced guides to maximise quality for given light conditions. 

The network architecture is a simple U-Net with 4 encoder/decoder blocks and skip connections. Each block 

comprises two 3x3 convolution layers followed by a Leaky ReLU activation function. As the complexity of the task 

performed by the network is limited to enhancing the guides, the number of channels required in each layer is low, 

keeping the network lightweight.

Choosing Input Guides
In common with previous literature, we also found surface normals and depth to be useful auxiliary inputs.

Furthermore, we found ambient occlusion to be a valuable input, as it provides the model with cast shadows 

information that might not be readily available in other guides

• Extend our method to handle non-diffuse surfaces.

• Improve temporal results by training the model on frame sequences.

• Further optimise the efficiency of our model by using a static compiler and quantising to lower bit depths.

We compared our model against other benchmark methods on the task of denoising indirect diffuse light rendered at 1 

spp. FLNR outperforms all the other benchmark methods across all the metrics used for evaluation. FLR also achieves 

competitive results.

Unlike other neural-based methods, FLNR is capable of reconstructing accurate cast shadows without 

introducing chromatic noise or overblurring the output.

Furthermore, our method is also capable of handling noisy direct light rendered using environment maps, 

area lights and multiple light sources.

FLNR visual quality scales well with increasing sampling rates, although for higher budgets (>16 spp) 

methods like OIDN [7] and ODDN [8] tend to perform better.

Local linear models fit clean, reference signals 𝑥 to noisy 

signals 𝑦, to obtain a denoised output 𝐼 using a closed-form 

least-squares solver. Figure 1 shows how multiple input 

signals (guides) can be combined to denoise an input signal 

[1]. We simplify the mathematics of the local linear model [2] 

and use a neural network to generate improved guides that 

handle complex global lighting.

We construct signal 𝒀𝑘 ∈ ℝ 𝑁×3  and guide 𝑿𝑘 ∈ ℝ 𝑁× 𝑄+1  

matrices for each window 𝑇𝑘 centred around pixel 𝑘. Each row 

corresponds to a pixel location in 𝑇𝑘 , while each column 

represents a different channel of the respective tensors. The 

first column in 𝑿𝑘 always consists of 1s to model offsets.

𝑿𝑘 =

1 𝑿0,1 ⋯ 𝑿0,𝑄

1 𝑿1,1 ⋯ 𝑿1,𝑄

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
1 𝑿𝑁−1,1 ⋯ 𝑿𝑁−1,𝑄

,  𝒀𝑘 =

𝑹0 𝑮0 𝑩0

𝑹1 𝑮1 𝑩1

⋮ ⋮ ⋮
𝑹𝑁−1 𝑮𝑁−1 𝑩𝑁−1

We fit the parameter matrix 𝑨𝑘 ∈ ℝ (𝑄+1)𝑥3  such that 𝒀𝑘 ≈
𝑿𝑘𝑨𝑘:

𝑨𝑘
∗ = arg min

𝑨𝑘

𝑿𝑘𝑨𝑘 − 𝒀𝑘 2
2 = 𝑿𝑘

𝑇𝑿𝑘
−1

𝑿𝑘
𝑇𝒀𝑘

The solution 𝑨𝑘
∗  determines the denoised pixel value 𝑰𝑘 as:

𝑰𝑘 = 𝑥𝑘𝑨𝑘
∗

𝑥𝑘  is the row of the guidance matrix 𝑿𝑘 corresponding to the 

pixel k. Note that fitting multiple guide channels to multiple 

output channels is straightforward in our method. We make 

the following further improvements:
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Figure 1: We fit multiple guide channels to noisy input 

lighting using a windowed local linear regressor [2]. Figure 4: Visual comparison of albedo-modulated results for denoising of 1spp indirect lighting. Locations of crops are indicated 

on left.

Figure 2: FLNR builds upon FLR to improve handling of complex lighting.

Figure 3: Ambient occlusion helps the filter restore the lost structural information while also improving the quality of denoised shadows.

Figure 5: Our method is capable of handling noisy direct light from environment maps, area lights and multiple light sources.

Figure 6: Evaluation of quality metrics for increasing spp budgets.
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We design FLNR primarily as a spatial denoiser. Extending to temporal sequences can be done simply by 

accumulating temporally reprojected samples from previous frames (scan QR code below for an example).
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